FOSTERING CLASS ERC-2023-ADG
Registration @https://fserc2023adg.sciencesconf.org

Webinar 1: Focus on panel selection and evaluation criteria
- ERC in a nutshell
- What are ERC panels looking for
- Selecting an ERC panel
- How to present Methodology + Appropriateness

Webinar 2: Focus on writing a successful proposal
- How to design an implementation plan
- How to write the B1 part
- How to write the PI parts

Individual meetings: Focus on CV and project idea
- 60 min. Zoom clinics
- Feedback on project idea
- Feedback on CV

Live webinar
Monday Nov 21
13h30-16h00

Live webinar
Tuesday Nov 22
13h30-16h00

Clinics: End Nov-Dec 2022
Reviews: to be scheduled in April-May 2023